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Miles Data Publication Policy
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* Publication deadlines vary depending on type of data
Data Access Groups & Their Roles

- **Non-MILES Colleagues**
  - Create & Verify Data
  - Draft Metadata
  - Ingest Data

- **MILES Current Team Members**
  - Create & Verify Data
  - Draft Metadata
  - Ingest Data

- **PUBLIC Anyone**
  - Ingest Data

- **Data Manager**
  - Verify & Catalog Metadata
  - Publish Data per Policy
  - Manage Data Submissions
  - Manage Data Access
  - Provide Training & Support
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R = Read
W = Write
E = Edit*
D = Delete
A = All Rights
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* E = W on some operating systems
Public Repository - ScholarWorks

Advantages
- Already in House
- Single Sign-On
- Unlimited Storage
- Web Interface
- Easily Harvested
- Linked Publications
- Administrative Tools
- Reporting Tools
- Training Resources
- No Added License Cost

Challenges
- MILES – NKN Metadata XCHG
- Limited Visualization Options
- “Big” Data
- Data “Cleansing”